Good morning!
Today’s clip……..sort of one of my pet peeves in officiating…….screening. I believe that is an area we can
greatly improve our play calling as well as consistency. Take a look at the clip here.
Legal or illegal screen?
I am going out on a limb with this this clip…..I am betting if it were shown at a convention it would be a
‘very interesting’ discussion! It would be an interesting discussion at halftime with a couple people I
work with regularly also! Here is what the rules book gives us about screens:

I think we can all agree that the player being screened is moving. This means that Articles 5 and 7 are in
play. This is where our judgement come in. First of all, we need to remember that contact (collisions) on
screens ‘may be severe’. This one certainly is. THAT is what screens are supposed to do……legally
impede the normal progress of a defender. We just need to make sure that the contact is incidental as in
Article 7.
The major judgment for this play is associated with Article 5…….did the screener allow the opponent
time and distance to avoid contact…? This is a great play to discuss with a group of people.
The more I look at this play, the more I would have to call a foul. Here is my reasoning: Red 22 is
stationary (some would argue that, but let’s agree stationary for this explanation). WHEN she is in
position to set the screen, how much time and distance are given to the defender to avoid it? If you

pause the clip where the screener is in a stationary position, there is SOME time and distance
allowed……is it ‘enough’ for her to avoid contact?
Obviously the player being screened did NOT get help from a teammate that the screen was coming.
Remember, the contact may be ‘severe’. This definitely was. The player being screened did not try to
push through the screen, so not foul on her. The ultimate question is whether the screener game
ENOUGH time and distance for contact to be avoided.
The lesson of today is maybe more of KNOWING your reasoning (supported by the rules book) more
than anything else. What I mean is that we need to be able to explain why you blew the whistle or did
NOT blow the whistle to each coach. We cannot just say ‘She was moving’ or ‘She was stationary’
because there is way more to screening than ‘moving screens’. If you blow the whistle, you need to be
able to say to the red coach ‘She was stationary coach, but since the defender was moving, she had to
give her enough time and distance to avoid the screen, and that did not happen’. If you do NOT blow the
whistle, you need to be able to say to the white coach ‘Coach, the screen was stationary and gave your
girl enough time and distance to avoid contact. I know is was severe, but screens are set with that
outcome possible every time’.
KNOWING the rules gives us a great tool bag to explain a call or no-call to a coach.
Was this a foul? Hm…..YOU make the call!
Have a great day, get a good night’s sleep and hope your game goes off as planned tomorrow!
Tim

